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Why
choose
Big
V?

WE'RE DIFFERENT...
...from other campervan conversion companies. We have the knowledge and experience to build vans like the manufacturers
themselves. When you're cutting holes in a vehicle and filling it with new seats, roofs, electric, gas, and more, you should know
exactly how it has been designed so that you maintain that safety level in the final product.

...AND HERE'S HOW...
We're qualified and experienced structural vehicle technicians, with decades of experience in vehicle customisation, restoration,
and crash repair. From one of a kind vintage cars through to Teslas and modern supercars, our team has received them after
heavy collisions and put them right again.

...WHAT WE LOVE...
Our passion is vehicle customisations and, in particular, campervans, which are the most extensive modifications commonly
made to vehicles today. We can build you the camper of your dreams, or enhance your existing one to make it better, more
comfortable, and safer.

We tackle small tweaks right through to complete bespoke builds, and we love when someone wants to do some of the work
themselves. There are lots of elements to building campervans that are easy if you have a few tips and someone to call for
advice.
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ESTIMATE:
COVID-19/Coronavirus
Information

PRICES & AVAILABILITY

The availability of parts and materials changes regularly at the moment and is likely to become more erratic as time goes by.
Manufacturers face unprecedented challenges in finding raw materials and components so we expect items to come into and
then go out of stock again, and the exact designs to change in some cases.

This also means that the prices of items will fluctuate. All prices in this quote are therefore our best estimates. If the price of parts
has changed when we come to order them for your project we'll discuss that with you. If a price has decreased, perhaps due to a
sale, we'll pass on that savings to help you a little during these hard times. If a price has increased, we'll offer alternatives if they
exist and explain the cost differences between them and sticking with your current choice.

QUESTIONS?

Please give us a call on 01793 847474 or email info@bigvkampers.com!

Why
people
choose
us
over
the
manufacturer!
WE'RE BETTER...
We fit items like elevating / pop top roofs, bed seats, kitchens, etc better even than their manufacturers. Companies who focus on
manufacturing systems usually do a great job in designing and making parts but they don't have our experience in modifying
vehicles. At best, their fitting operation tends to be a corner of their warehouse or manufacturing plant which they operate as a
sideline to the main business.

...BECAUSE WE'RE SPECIALISTS...
For instance, we fit a huge array of pop top roofs and are one of the largest fitters in the UK of some of the systems, such as HiLo
and Skyline. This gives us the experience of the best processes, materials, and methods from a huge array of roof systems.

...AND ARE A WARRANTY CENTRE...
We carry out warranty and rectification work on roofs, kitchens, bed seats, and more which have been poorly fitted by others
(including the manufacturers themselves) and repair the damage they've caused to the vehicles. Many of the common issues we
repair, especially damage caused by poor elevating roof installations, are challenging and costly to rectify.

...WHEREAS THEY'RE NOT...
By contrast, simple fitters or parts manufacturers don't have our vehicle body shop facilities, staff, and experience. We have tools
and materials that are far more advanced due to the structural work we do. Our very best people only modify vehicles all day every
day, whereas their top people are focused on developing and producing a great product, not in fitting that product to your van.

...THAT'S WHY PEOPLE CHOOSE US!
There are some things in life that are never worth compromising on, such as cheap vehicle modifications. Your pride and joy
deserves to come to Big V Kampers & Kustoms.

Vehicle
Details

Please help us to ensure that your quote is accurate by checking these details. If anything is missing or incorrect you can
message us through the comment section at the bottom of this quote and we'll make the correction.

Make/Model: VW T6
Model Year: 2017
Registration: 
Wheelbase: SWB

Brief
Please note: this brief is shown for convenience only and does not form part of the quote. Only the items priced are included, so
please let us know if we've missed anything!

All options are based on installation into an empty van unless they state otherwise. We can retrofit almost anything into almost
any van, however, although the time required may be different. Please let us know if your van has already been modified and we'll
be able to advise accordingly!

- Pop top roof
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Design
Finishes
&
Notes

We'll use this section to keep track of your colour and material choices, any photos or layout images, and other design notes.

COMMON COLOUR REFERENCES
- Stretch Carpet: Black, Slate, Anthracite, Smoke, Silver, Navy Blue, Pacific Blue, Barley
- Stretch Suede: Black, Dark Grey, Silver Grey, Navy Blue, Rubine Red, Camel, Cream
- LED Lights: Warm White, Cool White, Colour Changing

MATERIAL & COLOUR CHOICES
Pop Top Roof Canvas:

Lining: 
- Ceiling:

Choosing
Your
Skyline
Roof!
Skyline Roofs is the UK’s most popular elevating roof manufacturer. They offer a range of roofs for VW, Ford, Mercedes, and Man
vans. These come in three different formats, each available for specific vans.

Please click on the image below to pick the right roof for your van!

Skylow
Ultra
Low
Profile
Roof
from
Skyline
VW
T5/6
SWB
Front
Elevating
Roof
Kit

The roof everyone has been waiting for is finally here! The brand new Skylo SWB ultra low profile
roof from Skyline is now available for pre-order.

The Skylo is currently only available in SWB. There's no news yet on when an LWB version will be
available but we do fit other slim LWB roofs. Please let us know if you would like a quote.

Skyline is the UK's most popular elevating roof manufacturer and they supply over 175 roofs every
single week, which also makes them one of the largest. They bring a real focus on quality and
reliability to every roof they manufacture.

Key points to this new roof:
- Low profile when down, only adding 25mm to the standard height of your van
- No loss of headroom inside the van after fitting, unlike other low profile roof systems
- The lockdown system is a cam and piston system that locks into place for safety and is super
quick and easy to use

As the premier fitter of Skyline roofs, we're able to accept pre-orders before most other converters.
Skyline will operate a first-come-first-served queue for Skylo orders and estimate the first production
roofs to be shipped in October/November 2021 (subject to change).

Secure your place in the queue to get your Skylo fitted as soon as possible!

Not selected
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Skyline
Aurora
VW
T5/6
SWB
Front
Elevating
Roof
Kit

The middle-height roof of the Skyline family, the Aurora is a great compromise between a low, sleek
look and having space in the roof to store a mattress and/or bedding.

Key points to this new roof:
- Fibre glass moulding is a honey comb structure vacuum moulded, unlike hand layered fibre glass
this gives us a much lighter and stronger roof cap, which is why we can say we can take 100Kg load
on this roof but check your roof bars, most are rated to 60Kg
- The moulding also gives the underside to be as good as the top side, giving a great looking roof
when up, from top and bottom
- The canvas is fed on via a C section so easily fitted and replaced if needed or changing to info our
printed canvas
- The lock down system is a cam and piston system which locks into place for safety

The design of the roof cap has been designed using the Volkswagen supplied 3D models, which we
have formed our new roof on, we have design this with a slight convex, this will never hold water or
dip as seen in many hand layered models.

 BVK Info Pack - Skyline Roofs

Not selected

Skyline
VW
T5/6
SWB
Front
Elevating
Roof
Kit

The Skyline Volkswagen T5/6 pop top roof has been 8 years in development &
manufacture, we are always looking to move our product forward.

Skyline use an advance vacuum moulding technique, which ensures they produce a superior rigid
VW T5/6 pop top roof with no external fittings, this coupled with the 100% waterproof canvas gives
one of the best elevating roofs for Volkswagen T5/6’s on the market today!

We supply all our roofs with any of our 28 coloured vinyl's.

Skyline is a UK manufacturer and uses UK only sourced products.

 BVK Info Pack - Skyline Roofs
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Skyline
VW
T5/6
SWB
Rear
Elevating
Roof
Kit

The Skyline Volkswagen T5/6 pop top roof has been 8 years in development &
manufacture, we are always looking to move our product forward.

Skyline use an advance vacuum moulding technique, which ensures they produce a superior rigid
VW T5/6 pop top roof with no external fittings, this coupled with the 100% waterproof canvas gives
one of the best elevating roofs for Volkswagen T5/6’s on the market today!

We supply all our roofs with any of our 28 coloured vinyl's.

Skyline is a UK manufacturer and uses UK only sourced products.

 BVK Info Pack - Skyline Roofs

Not selected

Skyline
roof/bed
delivery

Pop
Top
Trimming
Package

Pop top roof kits come as a bare metal frame which after fitting we trim in campervan carpet to make
them attractive and nice to the touch.

There are all sorts of ways we can enhance the trimming of your roof frame, such as 
- Using suede/Alcantara, fabrics, or other materials
- Trimming your cab headliner to match
- Adding LED lighting
- ...and almost anything else you can think of!

Some upgrades are listed elsewhere on this quote, please let us know if you have something specific in
mind or would just like to see more options. The photos below show a mix of standard carpet lining and
upgrades.

BVK
Masking
&
Protection
System

Big V Kampers full Process and Protection pack, including
- Removal and refitting of front seats
- Full masking and covering
- Increased surface preparations
- Paint protection around cutting areas
- Cold cutting
- Anti-corrosion agents
- Upgraded bonding agents and fixings

x 1

Vehicle
Computer
Check

Vehicle Computer Check
- Check before beginning work and after all work is completed
- Print-out of report for both checks
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Options selected
Subtotal

1 of 4

Skyline
Canvas
Options

Skyline
Standard
Vinyl
Canvas
Colours
Available
on
the
Aurora
and
Standard
Roofs
only

All solid vinyl canvas colours are available free of charge on the Aurora and Standard Skyline roofs.
We have physical samples at our workshop, so you can set them next to your paint or chosen carpet
colours and pick one that suits your van's style!

Skyline
Canvas
Colours

Available
on
all
Skyline
Pop
top
roofs

All solid canvas colours are available free of charge on the Aurora and Standard Skyline roofs. We
have physical samples at our workshop, so you can set them next to your paint or chosen carpet
colours and pick one that suits your van's style!

Not selected

Skyline
Patterned
Canvas
Colours
Available
on
the
Aurora
and
Standard
Roofs
only

Choose from a range of patterns to give your Aurora or Standard Skyline pop top roof a real lift! The
sides are done in the striped colour and the front in a complimentary colour, for ultimate
customisation options.

Not selected
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Skyline
scenic
canvas

This is the single best upgrade that can be done to a pop top, in our opinion! It's wonderful on a hot
day and, if you also have a bed fitted, it's lovely to sit on the bed and look out from the top of your
van.

Not selected

Options selected
Subtotal

1 of 4

Optional
Extras

Below are some popular optional extras. You can tick and untick each one to add or remove it from your quote, which will
automatically update the total at the end. Feel free to chop and change as often as you like, nothing is set in stone until you click
"Accept Quote" at the end (and even after that, we can change anything you like from our end).

Big
V
Kampers
Pop
Top
Add-On
Bundle
Pop Top Add-on Bundle (retail price: £290.90 - save £59.90!)
- Cab headliner trimmed in matching 4-way stretch carpet
- 1 metre touch dimming uplight in 
~~ In warm or cool white
~~ With an additional master switch in the side soffit
- LED courtesy light set (if van allows)
~~ 4 x 25mm low profile recessed LED lights
~~ In warm or cool white
~~ One pair by sliding door, another pair by rear door
~~ With an additional switch on the sliding door b-pillar

Not selected

BVK
LED
Lighting
Pelmet
LED lighting pelmet, including
- Secondary soffits at each side of the roof frame
- Trimmed in choice of 4-way stretch carpet (other materials are available at an additional cost)
- High output colour changing LED lighting strips
- Touch sensitive controller
- Light switch (if desired)

Not selected
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Pop
Top
Roof
Headlining
Upgrade
Suede
or
GTI
Fabric

Upgrade your van's pop top headlining with Alcantara-style suede, GTI tartan, or other fabrics (some
at an additional cost).

Depending on your pop top roof style, this usually includes:
- Cab headlining
- Side & rear soffits
- Underside of bed
- Underside of hatch
Various examples for different roof systems shown

Not selected

Roof
Shell
Finish

Please choose from one of the following colours / finishes for your pop top roof shell:

Skyline
Polished
Gel
Coat
Roof
(Gloss
Finish)
-
White
or
Black
White or black gel coat, polished to a shine. This is a very practical, durable, and attractive finish
that is widely used for pop top roofs.

Skyline
Paint
Finish
-
Solid
Colour
Skyline can paint your roof shell according to the colour code of your van and send it to us ready to
fit.

Not selected

Paint
Skyline
Roof
Shell
-
Solid
Colour
Have your Skyline roof painted in a solid (non-metallic) paint
- Painted in-house by Big V's crack team
- Paint colour confirmed against the actual paint of your van for the closest match
- Extensive surface preparation for superior adhesion
- 4 layer paint system
- Full polish

PLEASE NOTE: Some specialist colours or paint systems may cost more

Not selected

Paint
Skyline
Roof
Shell
-
Metallic
Colour
Have your Skyline roof painted in a metallic paint
- Painted in-house by Big V's crack team
- Paint colour confirmed against the actual paint of your van for the closest match
- Extensive surface preparation for superior adhesion
- 6 layer paint system
- Full polish

PLEASE NOTE: Some specialist colours or paint systems may cost more

Not selected
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Elevating
bed
options

Please choose whether you would like an elevating bed and, if so, which style you prefer.

Skyline
-
No
Elevating
Bed
Choose this option if you don't require an elevating bed system in your Skyline roof

Skyline
single
hinge
roof
bed
on
gas
struts
A carpeted roof bed which is hinged at the back but doesn't fold in the middle (like the bi-fold bed
option). This makes it a simpler system but means that head height at the rear of the roof opening is
restricted when the bed is elevated.

Not selected

Skyline
bi-fold
roof
bed
on
gas
struts
A carpeted roof bed with a hinge in the middle, which allows it to fold up to give more head room at
the back of the van.

Not selected

Skyline
rear
frame
cover
panel
This is a trim panel that finishes off the back of the Skyline roof system.

Skyline
front
cover/closing
panel
on
tracks
A sliding panel can be added to your roof bed, allowing the "upstairs" to be closed off at night. This
helps to increase the sleeping area, keeps the "downstairs" warmer when the roof is up, and
prevents pillows and such from falling down. It also blocks out some of the noise between upstairs
and downstairs, which can help if one area has gone to bed earlier than the other!

Not selected
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Double
Self-Inflating
Memory
Foam
Camping
Mattress
Fits
All
Pop
Top
Roofs

Enjoy a sound night's sleep when you're camping with this Double Self-Inflating Camping Mattress.
Designed with a memory foam core for superior support and comfort, it's perfect if you're camping
as a couple or want something spacious to sleep on.

This mattress is thin enough to remain in your pop top roof while it is down, including the Skyline,
HiLo, and many more!

Fast & Easy To Inflate
Setting up the camping mat is fast and simple. Once you've removed the mat from its bag, release
its 'quick flow' valves and each side of the mat will automatically inflate. As air is drawn into the
mat, its foam core expands. We recommend manually blowing a bit of extra air into each side of the
mat once it's finished inflating. This will ensure it provides optimum comfort.

Double person self-inflating camping mat
Expanding PU memory foam core
2 x self-inflating 'quick flow' valves for easy inflation
Open the valves and each side automatically inflates
190T polyester water-resistant coating
Rolls into a compact size with roll straps and clips
Drawstring storage bag for easy transportation
Inflated size: L186cm x W110cm x D2.5cm
Bagged size: L55cm x Ø16 (approx.)
Weight when bagged: 2.356kg

Not selected

Poptop
Bed
Safety
Net
Supplied
&
Fitted

This Safety net is the ideal size for your campervan pop top folding roof bed. It works best in
combination with a mattress as the bottom of the net screws into the bed board.

The surrounding fabric provides stability to the central mess area as well as a top-mounted retainer.

Comes with adjustable straps and strap locks.

Net size 1060 x 350 mm

Not selected

Options selected
Subtotal

2 of 13

Awning
Rail
Options

There are two main styles of awning rail:

- Low profile, designed to be unobtrusive, and will fit under the edge of a pop top roof
- Side mounted, usually with a rain gutter to keep the join between the van and awning drier
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None
Required

Please select this option if the items in this section are not required

Vamoose
Awning
Rail
-
SWB/LWB
Supplied
&
Fitted

This multi-purpose awning rail will not only enable you to attach most free standing awnings with a
6mm kador strip but will also divert rain away from opening doors to stop water ingress and enable
you to install many brands of roof racks.

We also offer universal brackets to fix to these rails that will enable you to fix a standard Fiamma
awning on your van.

Not selected

Options selected
Subtotal

1 of 2

Safety
Measures
&
Equipment

In-Car
Fogger
Treatment
At
Drop
Off
&
Before
Pick
Up

Tested to BS EN 1276, 1650 & 14476, this anti-bacterial fogger spray is effective against 99.9% of
bacteria, yeast & enveloped viruses including coronavirus, leaving a clean and fresh fragrance.

It is a perfect solution where an area needs to be sanitised quickly such as vehicles, public transport,
medical areas and offices.

Within 15 minutes, all surfaces will have an antibacterial layer and the air will have been sanitised.

Contains over 90% Alcohol
Leaves an anti-bacterial layer on all surfaces
Tested to BS EN 1276, 1650 & 14476

x 2

Environmental
Charges

We put extra effort into the safe disposal of anything we remove from your van and any materials used
in your modification or repair.

This includes choosing environmentally friendly materials, recycling, specialised waste disposal, and
more. We separate this charge on our quotes rather than adding it to the cost of some of the work just to
highlight these efforts.
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Superb workmanship, customer service
and all round help and advice
by
Gary
Bond

Super helpful, offer good advice to
guide the decision making process...
by
Russ
Cruise

The guys at Big V Kampers could not
be more helpful, they have done work
on my van and the wife's car both of
which were outstanding, could not fault
a thing 
Fantastic bunch of guys would not
hesitate recommending them to
anyone
by
Andy
Browning

Options selected 5 of 23
VAT 20%

Total
GBP
including
VAT

Terms
&
Conditions
-
Pop
Top
Roof
Order

Please note: any brief is shown for convenience only and does not form part of the quote. Only the items priced are included.

Payment terms - Elevating / Pop Top Roofs
- 75% deposit to place an order, book fitting dates, and have all equipment ordered
- 25% on collection of the vehicle

All orders are subject to our standard terms and conditions, a copy of which can be seen here: https://www.bigvkampers.com/term
s-conditions. Please read these carefully, we set them out in plain English and aim for clear explanations to ensure that we're all
on the same page. There are two particular terms of which you should be especially aware:

Drop-off and Collection Dates
As a part of the design process, we often discuss estimated dates. We will be having the same conversation with many customers
simultaneously, as will our suppliers, so actual dates can only booked be once your order has been accepted, your deposit paid,
and we have estimated delivery dates back from our suppliers. This will sometimes mean that we will be forced to book your
vehicle in later than we have discussed.

Substitutions and Availability
While every effort is made to ensure that the items quoted and supplied match exactly, occasional substitutions are made by our
suppliers where products are updated or superseded. We’ll also occasionally substitute equivalent items where those quoted are
out of stock. Where the substitution is material in some way, such as for significant items or those on show, we’ll discuss this with
you.

From time to time, items will be out of stock with our suppliers or their delivery to us may be held up. This may cause a delay in
your build and may necessitate the selection of an alternative product. This is especially common during “the season,” which
runs roughly from May to September.

Every vehicle and their modifications are different so, by the nature of our work, we sometimes run behind due to unforeseen
circumstances. We work hard to minimise any resulting delays but it is not always possible to completely eliminate them.
Therefore, all dates we agree are estimates only and time is not of the essence for all orders taken. 

Very occasionally, our suppliers will change their prices without notice. In the event this happens we’ll always notify you as soon
as we’re aware and offer the option to continue with the purchase of the item at the new price or to consider alternative products.

Reviews  See all reviews
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